Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In recent times there has been a fast growing interest of CNTs in biological applications (Tsang et al. [@CR49]; Davis et al. [@CR15]; Wong et al. [@CR52]; Mattson et al. [@CR41]) in the field of medicine (Lu et al. [@CR39]) and sensing mechanisms (Lin et al. [@CR38]; Gu et al. [@CR23]) specifically as biosensors. The application of CNTs has been explored for the development of electro analytical nanotube devices (Mattson et al. [@CR41]), ultrasensitive nano-bio sensors (Wong et al. [@CR52]; Baughman et al. [@CR7]) and electromechanical actuators for artificial muscles (Davis et al. [@CR16]). Since the discovery of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (Iijima [@CR26]; Iijima and Ichihashi [@CR27]) in 1991 they have emerged as a new class of nanomaterials (Dresselhaus et al. [@CR18]; Haddon [@CR24]). Due to their unique physical properties (Lin et al. [@CR38]; Gu et al. [@CR23]; Ajayan [@CR3]; Ajayan et al. [@CR4]), they have been used in a variety of applications in fields such as scanning probes (Wang [@CR51]; Kumar et al. [@CR31]; Yun et al. [@CR56]), nano electronics, storage devices (Rivas et al. [@CR45]; Fennimore et al. [@CR20]) and nano electromechanical systems.

The growth of nano-bio sensors (Lee and Yoon [@CR32]) and nanoscale bioreactor systems based on CNTs has been driven by the experimental indication that biological entities such as proteins, enzymes and bacteria can be immobilized either in the hollow cavity or on the surface of carbon nanotubes (Tsang et al. [@CR49]; Davis et al. [@CR15]). Significant efforts are being made for the use of CNTs as superior biosensor materials, in the light of successful fabrication of various electro analytical nanotube devices, modified by external biological agents (Davis et al. [@CR16]; Chen et al. [@CR11]; Gooding et al. [@CR22]; Li et al. [@CR37]). These devices, prepared as single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) transistors, have shown promising sensitivities required for such applications as antigen recognition (Chen et al. [@CR11]) and DNA hybridizations (Li et al. [@CR37]).

It has been observed that viruses like Coronaviridae contain a wide range of major pathogens that affect mammals and birds causing a variety of disease conditions including: respiratory disease (human, chicken and rats), gastro-enteritis (cattle, horses, pigs, dogs, turkey and mice), encephalomyelitis (pigs and mice), hepatitis (mice), myocarditis (rabbits), peritonitis (cats) and nephritis (chicken). In humans, coronaviruses are part of the spectrum of viruses that cause the common cold (Amer and Almajhdi [@CR5]).

Also, *Bartonella bacilliformis* is the etiologic agent of Carrion's disease or Oroya fever (acute phase of infection) and Verruga peruana or Peruvian wart (chronic phase of infection). The acute phase of the disease is life threatening, characterized by massive invasion of bartonella to human red blood cells and consequently an acute hemolysis and fever (Maguina and Gotuzzo [@CR40]). Bartonella, the agent of trench fever and a cause of endocarditis and bacillary angiomatosis in humans, has been highest reported in vitro hemin requirement for any bacterium (Carroll et al. [@CR10]). Hence, it is very important to safeguard against these viruses by sensing the presence and amount of the same. As CNTs possess a very high sensitivity in terms of mass sensing characteristics, double-walled carbon nanotubes are used in this manuscript for sensing the presence of these biological objects. The biological objects and their corresponding mass values have been shown in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.Table 1List of biological objects and its corresponding mass valuesSr noNameMass *M*~*i*~ (g)1Alanine with amino terminal residue1.21307 × 10^−22^ ≤ *M*~*i*~ ≤ 9.70456 × 10^−22^2Deoxyadeonosine with free residue4.16965 × 10^−22^ ≤ *M*~*i*~ ≤ 2.918755 × 10^−21^3Coronaviridae1.334 × 10^−18^ ≤ *M*~*i*~ ≤ 6.579 × 10^−19^4*Bartonella bacilliformis*5.400 × 10^−14^ ≤ *M*~*i*~ ≤ 6.479 × 10^−13^

Two common methods are used for discovering the mechanical behavior of nanostructures, namely continuum mechanics and atomistic-based modeling approaches. Molecular dynamics (MD) is an accurate method capable of simulating the full mechanical DWCNT performance. The free vibrations of CNTs have been investigated by Sohlberg et al. ([@CR48]). Applying the interactions at the atomic scale it is found that atomistic approaches are more reliable than continuum based methods (Li and Chou [@CR35]; Sanchez-Portal et al. [@CR47]; Dereli and Ozdogan [@CR17]). Blevins used the Euler--Bernoulli beam theory to derive corresponding eigenvalues of the CNT vibration (Blevins [@CR9]). Yoon et al. ([@CR28]) studied the resonant frequency and associated vibrational modes of an individual multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWCNTs) embedded in elastic medium. Xu et al. ([@CR54]) researched the free vibrations of DWCNT modeled as elastic beams due to different boundary conditions between inner and outer tubes. Li and Chou ([@CR33]) developed an equivalent structural beam to mimic interatomic forces of the covalently bonded carbon atoms. Later, Tserpes and Papanikos ([@CR50]) presented the atomistic finite element (FE) model of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) based on the Li and Chou equivalent structural beam concept.

Patel and Joshi ([@CR43]) analyzed vibrational characteristics of double-walled carbon nanotube modeled using spring elements and lumped masses. The inner and outer walls of carbon nanotube were modeled as two individual elastic beams connecting each other by van der Waals forces. Also it has been reported that SWCNT-based sensors exhibit super-harmonic and sub-harmonic response with different level of mass (Joshi et al. [@CR30]). Periodic and different nonlinear behavior of SWCNT is exposed as mass is attached at different positions along the length (Joshi et al. [@CR6]). Patel and Joshi ([@CR2]) have also investigated resonant frequency of double-walled carbon nanotubes with deviations along it is axis and different boundary conditions, namely cantilever and bridged. The sensitivity of the apparently deviated double-walled carbon nanotubes, different masses attached to the end of outer tube tip and center of the outer tube of the bridged DWCNT and different lengths have been explored and presented. The effect of waviness along the axis has been evaluated by subjecting the nanotube to different boundary conditions, namely bridged, cantilever and simply supported and the vibration responses of straight and wavy DWCNTs are investigated by Patel and Joshi ([@CR44]). Jensen et al. ([@CR29]) have demonstrated a room temperature, carbon-nanotube-based nano mechanical resonator with atomic mass resolution. It is surely a mass spectrometer with a mass sensitivity of 1.3 × 10^−25^ kg Hz^−1/2^ or, equivalently, 0.40 gold atoms Hz^−1/2^. The mass sensing capabilities of multi-walled CNTs have been investigated by Georgantzinos and Anifantis ([@CR21]).

In the current study, the authors have evaluated the potential of using DWCNTs as nanomechanical resonators for sensing mass of biological objects which include Alanine with Amino terminal residue, Deoxyadenosine with free residue, Coronaviridae and *Bartonella bacilliformis*.

Atomic structure of double-walled carbon nanotube {#Sec2}
=================================================

A double-walled carbon nanotube consists of two layers of graphite rolled to form a tube. In other words, a DWCNT consists of two coaxial layers, where the interlayer distance is close to the distance between graphene layers in graphite, approximately 0.34 nm.

As shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, CNTs are categorized as tubes formed by rolling a sheet of graphene about the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The chiral vector *C*~h~ of the nanotube is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, defined by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The outer diameter *D*~o~ of DWCNT can be calculated from the diameter of the corresponding outer (*n*, *m*) SWCNT as given by the following equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Atomic finite element modeling of dwcnt {#Sec3}
=======================================

A finite element model made of beam elements and a concentrated mass are employed and the vibrational characteristics of cantilever and bridged DWCNT with different type of biological objects are explored. The elastic properties of the beam elements are calculated to consider the interatomic covalent forces between carbon atoms. The concentrated masses which represent the mass of the carbon atom are placed at the end of the beams, which represent covalent bond between the carbon atoms. The schematic diagram of armchair DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5) and zigzag DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0) with the beam elements and point masses are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a, b, respectively.Fig. 2**a**, **b** Atomic finite element model of (10, 10)@(5,5) zigzag and (14,0)@(10,0) armchair DWCNT with beam elements and point masses

In this paper, for utilizing the finite element procedure, potential energy is used to evaluate linear nanospring stiffness. The total force on each atomic nuclei is the sum of the force generated by the electrons and electrostatics force between the positively charged nuclei themselves. The general formula for the potential energy is$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \phi $$\end{document}$ represent bond stretching increment, bond angle variation and angle variation of bond twisting, respectively. In contrast to the other bonded interactions, the van der Waals interactions and the electrostatic forces may be neglected due their minor effects in terms of predicting the dynamic response of CNTs.

As the potential energy in the two approaches is independent, energy equivalence of the stored energy of the two approaches, i.e. molecular mechanics and structural mechanics leads to (Li and Chou [@CR33])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The elastic properties of the beam element are given as (Li and Chou [@CR34])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The second derivatives of the potential energy terms in Eqs. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})--([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) with respect to bond length, bond angle and twisting bond angle variations produce the spring stiffness coefficients *k*~r~, *k*~*θ*~ and *kτ* according to Castigliano's theorem. The angle bending interaction is simulated with an axial nanospring, using the simplification described in (Giannopoulos et al [@CR1]). The stiffness *K*~s~ of special spring is defined by following equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The angle may be varying for each C--C--C microstructure in a CNT according to its type and radius, due to cylindrical shape. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} Shows a DWCNT of the outer tube radius *R*~2~, inner tube radius *R*~1~ with spring element used to represent the week Van der Waals (vdW) force and atomic mass at node, using the Leonard-Jones model. The van der Waals force field between the interfacial layers is represented by a spring element COMBIN14. The spring stiffness coefficient of Eqs. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""})--([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}) is taken to be equal to *K*~r~ = 6.52 × 10^−7^ N nm^−1^, *K*~*θ*~ = 8.76 × 10^−10^ N nm rad^−2^ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ K_{\tau } $$\end{document}$ = 2.78 × 10^−10^ N nm rad^−2^ (Cornell et al. [@CR14]). In order to simulate the inertia effects, a point mass equal to a whole or half of the carbon atomic nucleus mass (*M* = 1.9943 × 10^−26^ g) is added to a node in a particular elements. For simulating the structure, a structural point mass is added on all nodes as element.Fig. 3DWCNT of the outer tube radius *R*~2~, inner tube radius *R*~1~ with spring element COMBIN14 and atomic mass at node

The interlayer interaction is described by the van der Waals potential. The Lenard-Jones 6--12 potential is utilized to express the interaction of carbon atoms located on the different walls$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \sigma $$\end{document}$ = 0.34 nm, respectively (Li and Chou [@CR35]). Let *R*~1~ be the initial distance between two carbon atoms located in different walls. A nanospring with initial length *R*~1~ is considered to describe the van der waals interaction. Consistent with the stiffness definition of the suggested nanospring, *K*~vdw~ is described as the stiffness coefficient, acquired from the second derivative of the van der Waal potential energy for distance *R*~1~ as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Vibration analysis of DWCNT for sensing biological objects {#Sec4}
==========================================================

In DWCNTs with the inner tube length *L*~1~ and outer tube length *L*~2~, the interaction between the inner and outer nanotubes is considered to be coupled together through the van der Waals (vdW) forces. The interaction pressure at any point between any two adjacent tubes is a linear function and is the difference of their deflection at that point. By Euler--Bernoulli beam theory, the differential equations controlling the motion for DWCNTs are described by two-coupled differential equations:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For a DWCNT of inner tube and outer tube length are equal *L*~1~,~2~ = *L* with attached mass, based on the fundamental resonance frequency can be expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cantilever DWCNT with a mass at the tip {#Sec5}
---------------------------------------

The resonant frequency of vibration for DWCNT was calculated by the well-known vibration equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that cantilevered DWCNT resonator of length *L* with an attached biomass Alanine with amino terminal residue with a of 1.213071E^−22^ g mass at the end of tip.Fig. 4Cantilevered DWCNT resonator of length *L* with an attached biomass Alanine with amino terminal residue at the end of tip

The vibration mode can be expressed as cantilever DWCNT$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The mode shape in Eq. ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) is normalized such that$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The equivalence between the actual mass loaded DWCNT and the virtual single-DOF(SDOF) oscillator can be established be equating the potential and kinetic energies of both the systems. One needs to consider a deflection shape for the DWCNT. Since the cantilevered DWCNT is vibrating in the first mode, it is natural to consider the deflection proportional to the first mode of vibration given by ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The potential energy of the outer walled DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The potential energy of the inner walled DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Differentiating *U*~*n*~(*x*) in Eq. ([20](#Equ20){ref-type=""}) twice with respect to *x* and using $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the potential energy of the equivalent SDOF oscillator is (1/2)*k*~eq\ *α*~^2^, from the previous equation, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The value of the added mass is *M* in outer wall DWCNT of cantilever. Assuming harmonic motion, i.e. *u*(*x*,*t*) = *U*(*x*)exp(iωt), where *ω* is the frequency, the kinetic energy of the inner walled DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The kinetic energy of the outer walled DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The total kinetic energy of the DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Since the kinetic energy of the equivalent SDOF oscillator is (1/2) *m*~eq~*ω*^2^*α*^2^, we have$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Substituting values in Eq. ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""}), the resultant frequency of the DWCNT with attached mass can be obtained by (Chowdhury et al. [@CR13], [@CR12])$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Δ*M* is the relative mass change.

The resonant frequency for a cantilevered DWCNT without any added mass is obtained by substituting Δ*M* = 0 in Eq. ([32](#Equ32){ref-type=""}) as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Bridged DWCNT with a biological object at the midpoint {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------

In case of a bridged DWCNT the maximum deflection occurs under the added mass at center of the length = *L*/2.

The bridged beam can be found by explaining the equation, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The mode shape is normalized according to Eq. ([34](#Equ34){ref-type=""}) same like as cantilever.

From the total potential energy of the DWCNT, the equivalent stiffness can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The total kinetic energy of the bridged DWCNT can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The resultant frequency of the DWCNT with attached mass can be obtained by substituting value in Eq. ([18](#Equ18){ref-type=""})$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shown the bridged DWCNT resonator of length *L* with an attached biomass Alanine with amino terminal residue with a of 1.213071E^−22^ g mass at the center.Fig. 5Bridged DWCNT resonator of length *L* with an attached biomass Alanine with amino terminal residue at the center

Mass detection and sensitivity calculation of DWCNT {#Sec7}
===================================================

The expressions of the natural frequencies of the mass loaded DWCNT are now used to obtain the mass based on the frequency shift (Patel and Joshi [@CR44]); (Chowdhury et al. [@CR13], [@CR12]; Li and Chou [@CR36]; Yang et al. [@CR55]). Combining ([32](#Equ32){ref-type=""}) and ([33](#Equ33){ref-type=""}), one obtains the relationship between the resonant frequencies as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Rearranging gives the expression$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This is the common equation which completely relates the added mass and the frequency shift. The constants appearing in this equation can be summarized as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is observed that the mass-detection sensitivity of a DWCNT-based biomass nano sensor is a nonlinear function of the frequency shift. Expanding the sensitivity in Eq. ([44](#Equ44){ref-type=""}) using Taylor series in the minimum sensitivity, can be obtained by taking lim Δ*f* → 0$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Applying this equation for the cantilevered and bridged DWCNT, the minimum sensitivities can be obtained as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From this, it can be resolved that the cantilever DWCNT sensor is about four times more sensitive compared to the bridged DWCNT (Chowdhury et al. [@CR12]).

Validation of the model {#Sec8}
=======================

To verify the model, for the case of DWCNT with the bridged boundary condition, the authors have compared the present model results with Li and Chou in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. It is clearly observed from Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} that the results of the present model are in close vicinity to those of Li and Chou ([@CR35]) which suggests that the given model can be further explored.Table 2Comparison of fundamental frequency of DWCNT and theoretical approachDWCNT inner diameter *D*~*i*~ = 0.4 nm, outer diameter *D*~0~ = 1.1 nmNano tube type*L* (nm)Fundamental frequency (THz)Present model (mode shape)Analytical model (Li and Chou [@CR35])1234512345Zigzag3.90.94000.94101.37001.37671.62260.94460.94501.36871.36971.61395.60.59300.59401.18101.19401.29000.57740.57751.17891.17971.27508.00.34430.34430.76100.76200.94530.33370.33370.75730.75760.9263Arm chair4.10.94780.94801.56501.56971.81210.92760.92761.54541.54931.65125.50.64100.64401.29221.39221.40360.73550.73561.43221.49961.50368.00.35500.35550.78700.78770.91210.33230.33230.76700.76710.8932Fig. 6Comparison of frequency between Li and Chou ([@CR35]) and current model for different length and types of DWCNT

Results and discussion {#Sec9}
======================

As suggested by Adhikari et al. ([@CR12]), Cantilever sensors are four times more sensitive than bridged sensors. Hence, for the purpose of analysis the authors have considered cantilever sensors only. Six different type of DWCNTs, i.e. three types of zigzag **(**8,8)@(6,6),(10,10)@(5,5)and(7,7)@(4,4) and armchair (14,0)@(10,0), (18,0)@(9,0) and (12,0)@(7,0) are considered for analysis.

In this paper, the vibration of the cantilever double-walled carbon nanotube (DWCNT) with attached biological object on the tip has been investigated in the view of developing the sensor. The sensor is to be developed based on DWCNT so as to be able to identify the viruses, bacteria and other biological objects that may be attached to outer wall of the nanotube. In order to perform the vibration analysis of the system information about the mass of various biological object is required which is indicated in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}.

Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} show the percentage error in frequency shift for various values of the attached molecules. The percentage error is calculated by taken the difference between results obtained using the Atomic finite element simulation and analytical approach. Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} signifies the resonant frequency and frequency shift of cantilever DWCNT due to Coronaviridae virus. Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows resonant frequency for cantilever DWCNT using biological mass *Bartonella Bacilliformis*.Table 3Percentage error in the frequency shift for cantilever DWCNT with different value of 08 molecules alanine with amino terminal residueAlanine with amino terminal residueMass (Zg)Frequency shift (Hz)Percentage error (%)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)0.1213074.39E+072.00E+071.00E+072.4895.6326.2360.2426148.43E+072.56E+071.30E+074.6903.2052.5890.3639211.12E+083.40E+072.71E+073.4255.0455.260.4852281.31E+084.62E+073.85E+076.6808.5207.2580.6065351.46E+085.97E+075.01E+077.4656.25310.2560.7278421.57E+086.86E+076.01E+072.4586.0257.2560.8491491.66E+087.86E+077.07E+071.0257.2508.2690.9704561.74E+088.73E+078.06E+072.9802.1231.025Mass (Zg)Frequency shift (Hz)Percentage error (%)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)0.1213073.00E+072.13E+071.10E+078.6916.3585.3600.2426143.96E+072.98E+071.90E+075.7984.2362.3690.3639215.43E+074.71E+073.21E+074.2362.4568.2360.4852287.25E+076.50E+074.59E+075.2363.2117.0250.6065358.64E+078.22E+075.83E+073.2362.3657.0250.7278429.74E+079.13E+076.52E+071.9864.0454.2360.8491491.06E+089.89E+077.43E+072.36810.233.0230.9704561.14E+081.05E+089.53E+072.3588.2302.780Table 4Percentage error in the frequency shift for cantilever DWCNT with different value of 07 molecules Deoxyadeonosine with free residueDeoxyadeonosine with free residueMass (Zg)Frequency shift (Hz)Percentage error (%)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)0.4169651.21E+083.76E+074.74E+077.2032.3692.5830.833931.65E+087.57E+078.46E+0710.2533.4583.4581.2508951.87E+089.51E+071.01E+086.8905.2696.2481.6678602.00E+081.07E+081.12E+083.3564.5876.4582.0848252.09E+081.16E+081.22E+084.5898.2571.9162.5017902.16E+081.24E+081.29E+087.5861.8722.5642.9187552.25E+081.36E+081.41E+085.2562.1259.869Mass (Zg)Frequency shift (Hz)Percentage error (%)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)0.4169656.29E+075.36E+071.00E+072.5824.0257.9850.833931.05E+089.81E+073.52E+075.3566.6564.5281.2508951.28E+081.17E+085.41E+077.4583.2587.4261.6678601.41E+081.29E+086.91E+076.2562.3212.5682.0848251.51E+081.38E+087.96E+078.6613.1032.7982.5017901.59E+081.45E+088.74E+072.3149.5693.3572.9187551.65E+081.50E+089.36E+071.0112.8692.951Table 5Resonant frequency and frequency shift of cantilever DWCNT due to Coronaviridae biological objectCoronaviridae cantilever conditionMass (gm)Frequency (Hz)Frequency shift (Hz)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)1.33E−193.32E+073.08E+073.49E+072.58782E+081.61347E+081.73577E+081.20767E−181.11E+071.02E+071.16E+072.80968E+081.81883E+081.96850E+082.28193E−188.05E+067.46E+068.44E+062.83981E+081.84675E+082.00010E+083.3562E−186.64E+066.15E+066.96E+062.85393E+081.85982E+082.01491E+084.43047E−185.78E+065.35E+066.06E+062.86253E+081.86779E+082.02393E+085.50473E−185.18E+064.80E+065.43E+062.86847E+081.87329E+082.03016E+086.579E−184.74E+064.39E+064.97E+062.87289E+081.87739E+082.03479E+08Mass (g)Frequency (Hz)Frequency shift (Hz)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)1.33E−193.64E+073.33E+073.84E+072.05E+081.86E+081.36E+081.20767E−181.21E+071.11E+071.28E+072.29E+082.09E+081.62E+082.28193E−188.82E+068.08E+069.29E+062.32E+082.12E+081.65E+083.3562E−187.28E+066.67E+061.75E+072.34E+082.13E+081.57E+084.43047E−186.33E+065.80E+067.66E+062.35E+082.14E+081.67E+085.50473E−185.68E+065.21E+065.99E+062.35E+082.14E+081.68E+086.579E−185.20E+064.76E+065.47E+062.36E+082.15E+081.69E+08Table 6Resonant frequency for cantilever DWCNT using biological mass *Bartonella BacilliformisBartonella Bacilliformis*Mass (g)Frequency (Hz)\_cantilever conditionDWCNT (8,8)@(6,6)DWCNT (10,10)@(5,5)DWCNT (7,7)@(4,4)DWCNT (14,0)@(10,0)DWCNT (18,0)@(9,0)DWCNT (12,0)@(7,0)5.400000E−145.23E+044.85E+045.49E+045.74E+045.26E+046.04E+041.529833E−133.11E+042.88E+043.26E+043.41E+043.12E+043.59E+042.519667E−132.42E+042.24E+042.54E+042.66E+042.43E+042.80E+043.509500E−132.05E+041.90E+042.15E+042.25E+042.06E+042.37E+044.499333E−131.81E+041.68E+041.90E+041.99E+041.82E+042.09E+045.489167E−131.64E+041.52E+041.72E+041.80E+041.65E+041.90E+046.479000E−131.51E+041.40E+041.58E+041.66E+041.52E+041.74E+04

As indicated in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a--d, four biological objects with mass in Zeptogram scales have been used to simulate the vibration responses of zigzag and armchair DWCNT based biosensors:Fig. 7**a** Alanine with amino terminal residue with a mass of 1.213071E^−22^ g. DWCNT is loaded with up to 08 molecules of the same type. **b** Deoxyadeonosine with free residue with a mass of 4.16965E^−22^ g. DWCNT is loaded with up to 07 molecules of the same type. **c** Coronavirus virion structure (Belouzard et al. [@CR8]) **d** *Bartonella bacilliformis* (Proteobacteria) (NIAID, NIH Source)Alanine with Amino terminal residue: Alanine is an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \alpha $$\end{document}$ -amino acid with the chemical formula CH~3~·CH (NH~2~) COOH. It is one of the 22 proteinogenic amino acids, which are considered as the building blocks of proteins. It is also well known as 2-aminopropanoic acid. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \alpha $$\end{document}$ carbon atom of alanine is bound with a methyl group (--CH~3~), making it one of the simplest $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
                \usepackage{amsmath}
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                \begin{document}$$ \alpha $$\end{document}$-amino acids with respect to molecular structure and also resulting in alanine's being classified as an aliphatic amino acid. The methyl group of alanine is non-reactive and is thus almost never directly involved in protein function. It occurs in bacterial cell walls and in some peptide antibiotics. Alanine can be manufactured in the body from branched chain amino acids such as valine, leucine and isoleucine and it plays a key role in glucose--alanine cycle between tissues and liver. In muscle and other tissues that degrade amino acids for fuel, amino groups are collected by transamination.Deoxyadeonosine with free residue: Deoxyadenosine refers to a deoxyribonucleoside (a nucleoside component of DNA, composed of adenosine and deoxyribose) with the chemical formula C~10~H~13~N~5~O~3~. It is derived from the nucleoside adenosine, which differs by the replacement of a hydroxyl group (--OH) by hydrogen (--H) in the ribose part of the molecule. This modification prevents the formation of phosphodiester linkages which are needed for the completion of nucleic acid chains. A deoxyribonucleoside is a type of nucleoside including deoxyribose as a component.Coronaviridae: Coronaviridae is a family of enveloped, positive-stranded RNA viruses. The viral genome is 26--32 kb in length. Virions are spherical, 120--160 nm across (Coronavirinae), bacilliform and 170--200 by 75--88 nm (*Bafinivirus*) or found as a mixture of both, with bacilliform particles characteristically bent into crescents (*Torovirus*). The particles are typically decorated with large (\~20 nm), club- or petal-shaped surface projections (the "peplomers" or "spikes"), which in electron micrographs of spherical particles create an image reminiscent of the solar corona.*Bartonella bacilliformis*: *Bartonella bacilliformis* is a proteobacterium, gram negative aerobic, pleomorphic, flagellated, motile, coccobacillary, 2--3 μm large and 0.2--0.5 μm wide and facultative intracellular bacterium. It is endemic in some areas of Peru. The bacterium is transmitted by sandflies of genus *Lutzomyia*.

Six different type of DWCNTs, i.e. three different type of zigzag (8,8)@(6,6), (10,10)@(5,5)and(7,7)@(4,4) and armchair (14,0)@(10,0), (18,0)@(9,0) and (12,0)@(7,0) length 25 nm are loaded with 08 molecules of alanine with amino terminal residue, 07 molecules of deoxyadeonosine with free residue, 07 molecules of Coronaviridae and 07 molecules of *Bartonella Bacilliformis* and considered for analysis.

The sensitivities of six cantilevered DWCNT are calculated and represented in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"}. It is clearly observed that zigzag DWCNTs possess better mass sensitivities as compared to armchair DWCNTs. These sensitivities are calculated using Eq. ([46](#Equ46){ref-type=""}).Table 7Mass sensitivity of cantilevered DWCNTDWCNT typeOuter diameter (nm)Inner diameter (nm)Sensitivity (zg/GHz)(8,8)@(6,6)10.788.0920.1424(10,10)@(5,5)13.426.740.1221(7,7)@(4,4)9.435.390.1011(14,0)@(10,0)10.817.780.1359(18,0)@(9,014.0127.00630.1251(12,0)@(7,0)9.3415.440.0989

Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the shifts in the resonant frequency due to the attached masses (08 molecules of alanine with amino terminal) for the cantilever, zigzag and armchair DWCNT. It can be visualized form that a higher frequency shift is observed for zigzag DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6) with the increase in the attached molecules of the biological object. Further a gradual reduction in the frequency shift is observed for other types of DWCNTs.Fig. 8Frequency shift of cantilever DWCNT due to 08 molecules of alanine with amino terminal vs. mass (Zg)

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a, b shows the shifts in the resonant frequency due to the attached masses (07 molecules of deoxyadeonosine) for the cantilever (zigzag and armchair) and bridged (zigzag and armchair) DWCNT. Similarly, Fig. [10](#Fig10){ref-type="fig"} shows frequency shift due to 07 molecules of deoxyadenosine residue vs. Zigzag and Armchair type of DWCNT. In both the cases a higher frequency shift is observed in cantilever DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6).Fig. 9**a** Frequency shift of cantilever zigzag and armchair DWCNT due to 07 molecules of deoxyadeonosine residue vs. mass (Zg). **b** Frequency shift bridge zigzag and armchair DWCNT due to 07 molecules of deoxyadeonosine residue vs. mass (Zg)Fig. 10Resonant frequency shift due to deoxyadrenosine residue 07 molecules vs. Zigzag and Armchair type of DWCNT

Figures [11](#Fig11){ref-type="fig"} and [12](#Fig12){ref-type="fig"} show frequency shift due to 07 molecules of Coronaviridae *Bartonella Bacilliformis*, respectively. The general tread is similar in both the cases with the maximum shift for zigzag (8,8)@(6,6) CNTs, whereas the maximum shift is obtained for (14,0)@(10,0) in case of armchair DWCNT. The reason for it can be attributed to the change in the orientation of the bonds in CNT which further leads to a change in stiffness variation and hence a change in the frequency shift. Also the sensitivity values given in Table [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} clearly suggest that zigzag CNTs are better candidates for sensing the viruses and biological objects as its sensitivity is 0.1424 Zg/GHz.Fig. 11Resonant frequency shift of cantilever Zigzag and Armchair type of DWCNT vs. Coronaviridae 07 molecules biomassFig. 12Frequency shift of Cantilever DWCNT Zigzag and Armchair type of DWCNT vs. *Bartonella Bacilliformis* 07 molecules

Conclusion {#Sec10}
==========

The use of double-walled carbon nanotube-based biomass sensors for sensing Zeptogram scale mass has been investigated in this study. The shift in the resonant frequency due to the change in the attached mass has been used as a parameter for exploring DWCNT as a bio sensor. The following conclusions can be drawn:Cantilever configurations are four times more sensitive than bridged configurations.A higher frequency shift is observed for zigzag DWCNT (8,8)@(6,6) type of nanotube with the increase in the attached molecules of four the biological objects.A greater amount of shift is observed for the molecule of alanine with amino terminal residue which has a smaller mass as compared to the deoxyadenosine with free residue, Coronaviridae and *Bartonella Bacilliformis*.Based on the sensitivity and the frequency shift it can be concluded that cantilever zigzag DWCNTs are better candidates for detecting the biological objects.
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